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Episode 1 

Legend and innovation get together in this episode. Milton Glaser, a world renowned graphic designer, best known for the “I love NY logo”, Bob 
Dylan’s album covers,  and his identities like Brooklyn Brewery. Mirko Ilic, illustrator and graphic designer and Adam Tihany, the first  hospitality 
designer ever, responsible for the tallest bar in Beijing. 

Episode 2 

Will Wright, the distinguished game designer and brainchild of  the “Sims” franchise, winner of the Liftetime Achievements Award in the games and 
entertainment industry. And Dror Benshetrit, a multidisciplinary designer who designs everything from chairs to islands. Meet also in this episode Ivan 
Chermayeff, Tom Geismar and Sagi Havi, the design partners behind numerous iconic trademarks: Mobil, Chase Manhattan Bank, Pan Am, Armani 
Exchange,  Univision, the Library of Congress and much more.  

Episode 3 

On today’s show, you will discover three designers that have Great design comes from listening to youir inner voice. A funny idea, isn’t it? Maybe, 
but that’s how many designers think of design. Shantell Martin has turned her passion for drawing into a successful career and has become one of 
the “coolest” artists in NY. Chip Kidd has designed book covers for hundreds of best-sellers and revolutionized the book packaging industry. And Ji 
Lee has worked at Saatchi & Saatchi, Google and at Facebook with Mark Zuckerberg! 

Episode 4 

Three iconic partners from the prestigious Pentagram studio. Paula Scher has won hundreds of awards and honors, including the National Design 
Award for communications. She has developed the Windows 8 and the Highline logos. Her graphic identity for Citibank and for Tiffany & Co have 
become case studies. Natasha Jen joined Pentagram in 2012. She has done brand identities, environmental design, multi-scale exhibitions, and even 
an interface for the Android phone. Most recently, she was chosen to be be part of the design team for the American Pavilion at the 2014 Venice 
Architecture Biennale. AndMichael Bierut, whose work you surely can ! t miss if you take a walk around Manhattan: as a passer-by, you are 
constantly looking at his work, whether you know it or not. In pedestrian signs, on Saks Fifth Avenue bags, even the larger than life sign on architect 
Renzo Piano’s The New York Times building. 

Episode 5 

Four designers who are changing the rules of office furniture, transit and user interaction:The mass-transit powerhouse Antenna –formed by Sigi 
Moeslinger and Masamichi Udawa- was behind New York’s redesigned subway cars and kiosks. Now, the team is revamping Washington, D.C.'s 
Metro system based on rider feedback. Jake Barton designs applications for mobile phone to big monuments in the middle of Times Square, to 
interaction screens in museums. And Dustin Mierau, the creative brain in the social network Path, best known for its elegant and approachable 
design. 

Episode 6 

Three great designers who have revolutinazied graphic and product design. Stephan Sagmaister, the artist responsible for Rolling Stones covers, Lou 
Reed posters, among others. Mauro Porcini, PepsiCO's Chief Design Officer and Robert Brunner, the first Product Design Director at Apple, and now 
co-founder of Ammunition Design Studio, the mind that conceived the Beats earphones 
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 Episode 7 
On this episode of Design Xray, we'll meet a lawyer converted into a fashion designer; an anthropologist who found a creative outlet in tattooing, 
and a self taught fabric designer who discovered her passion for vintage patterns when living in the Virgin Islands. Duncan Quinn is arguably one of 
the handful of people responsible for the resurgence of men's tailoring in the USA. Alex McWatt was a curious kid who was always drawing. Today, 
he is amongst the most celebrated tattoo artists of Manhattan; he is co-founder of the internationally recognized Three Kings Tattoo in Brooklyn, 
which has been named by Time Out New York as among the city’s top five tattoo studios. Jennifer Paganelli is a successful fabric designer, pattern 
designer, two-time author, creator of lifestyle products for the home, crafter extraordinaire and entrepreneur.  
 
Episode 8 
On this episode of Design X-ray we'll meet three designers that share more than just passion for design. A husband, wife, and bestfriend who are 
considered amongst the most influential designers of this century. These three prolific designers were drawn to the world of design through passion, 
from a very early age. Steve Heller is a tireless chronicler of the design world; he has authored & co-authored over 200 books on design and culture, 
and has been Art director at the New York Times book review for over 30 years. Louise Fili is a New York-based graphic designer and founder of 
Louise Fili Ltd, a studio which specializes in logo, package, restaurant, and book design. In a world of design consultants, information architects, and 
experience planners, Seymour Chwast is something refreshingly old-fashioned: a commercial artist. 
 
Episode 9 
On this episode of Design X-Ray we'll meet three designers that have, in very distinct and different ways, managed to use design as a way to tell 
stories. Debbbie Millman is a reference in design. She is not only a designer, but also an author, educator, strategist, and president of the design 
division of Sterling Brands. Jason Anello is the co-founder of Manifold, a design studio that has helped redefine interactive, direct and guerilla 
marketing campaigns for global brands such as Yahoo!, American Express, IBM and The New York Times. Gabe Barcia Colombo is an innovative 
visual artist who blurs the lines between art, technology and even science to create truly hipnotic videoart pieces. 
 
Episode 10 
Meet Randy Hunt, creative director at Etsy. Also in this episode, James Victore who has traveled the world over, seen his posters hanging on the wall 
at the MoMA, raced motocross, dined with giants, and has crazy stories to tell about wild failures and beautiful successes in the competitive world of 
design. As our third guest we have Jakob Trollback founder of a creative agency that believes in the power of communication, craft and 
collaboration. Executive Creative Director at Penguin Books. He oversees the covers and jackets for 12 diverse publishing imprints.  
 
Episode 11 
Meet four top designers in this episode. Drew Hodges, founder of SpotCo, an advertising agency that does live entertainment. George Lois a 
graphic designer who actually calls himself a cultural provocateur, and Karlssonwilker, the New York-based design studio founded by Hjalti Karlsson 
and Jan Wilker from Germany. They provide progressive solutions for design-conscious clients, ranging from local cultural institutions to global 
commercial enterprises.  
 
Episode 12 
Jon Burgerman is a UK born, NYC based artist instigating improvisation and play through drawing and spectacle. He is a purveyor of doodles and is 
often credited and referenced as the leading figure in the popular 'Doodle' art style. His work oscillates somewhere between fine art, urban art and 
pop-culture, using humour to reference and question his contemporary milieu. Paul Buckley labors under the title of V.P. Trollback is a pioneering 
designer, whose work in video and motion graphics has helped define the industry. Three top experts, who have been always pushing the edges. 
Burgerman, Blight and Trollback: their stories, on this episode of Design XRay.  
 


